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Optimal Technology Decisions

Are you making Optimal Technology Decisions
for your organization?
Today’s complex technology landscape is
more challenging than ever for those in
charge of making technology purchases
and choosing partners. Organizations
are flatter, resources are fewer, and time
is more compressed. To complicate
things further, an expanding reliance
on wireless and mobile technologies is
draining technology budgets. How do
you find the time and resources to
properly research options and make
optimal decisions?
OpDecision connects technology
decision makers with partners, solutions,

and suppliers. We do the research and
qualify the vendors for you. You share
your criteria with OpDecision, and we
connect you with options that meet your
needs. Anyone can use OpDecision . . . and
it’s free.
How to get started:
1. Go to www.opdecision.com
2. Answer a few questions about
your organization
3. Start connecting with partners,
solutions, and suppliers who match
your criteria

The OpDecision Network

Partners

Solutions

Suppliers

Find companies whose capabilities
align with your organization’s
business objectives.

Discover service providers
in your area who match
specific criteria.

Access the products and
technologies you need, along
with the best pricing and terms.

Get started today!
www.opdecision.com

OpDecision for Telecom
OpDecision’s roots are in the telecom industry, with the founders combining
four decades of experience and relationships. Using a consultative approach,
we start by understanding your current telecom infrastructure, initiatives, and
challenges. Then, through our vast network of telecom partners, solution providers,
and suppliers, we align your organization with the best resources. We can even act
as your advocate, and help you negotiate the most advantageous contracts.

Control Wireless Costs

Reduce Voice/Data Spending

Wireless spending is increasing at eight
times the rate of wired line spending, and
quickly becoming the #1 telecom budget
item for most companies.

Have you performed a detailed analysis on your
existing voice/data services lately? Do you
regularly analyze per-minute charges, monthly
recurring fixed charges, oversubscription of lines
and line/employee ratio?

A Wireless Services Audit by OpDecision
can save you up to 30% immediately
on wireless costs. A Wireless Cost
Management Solution can provide further
savings, and help management monitor
and control costs on an ongoing basis.

Consulting and Outplacement
Choose resources from our network of
hundreds of vendors throughout the U.S.
covering all telecom disciplines.
Our Services Include: complete outplacement
of telecom functions, system selection and
implementation, contract negotiation,
development and management of RFPs,
contract compliance analysis, competitive
research and benchmarking, and staffing.

OpDecision's no-cost Voice/Data Analysis saves
organizations 25% per month on average. We
identify products and services that assist in
controlling voice/data costs. We also partner with
dozens of carriers, saving you valuable time while
generating substantial savings.

Selecting IP Communications
OpDecision can guide you through the
process of determining if IP communications
is the best choice for your organization. If it
is, we’ll identify the IP communication
solution providers who meet your needs and
align with your organization.

How can OpDecision help?
1. Save up to 30% immediately
on wireless costs by auditing
and optimizing
2. Cut voice/data costs up to
25% per month
3. Determine if IP communications
is right for your organization and
connect you with the best resources
4. Access the best consulting and
outsourcing resources for your needs

We've already done the research, the process
is simple, and our service is free.
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